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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (z ) be a vector-valued economie, time series process and let y be 
one of the components of z . Given that z_,z„,..,z are observable we 
t 1 Z n 
wish to forecast y -, l > 1. It is well-known that the best predictor 
for y - is the conditional expectation of y « relative to the entire 
past z ,z ,,z
 OJ... of the this vector time series process, as then n n-1 n-2 r 
the forecast error variance is minimal. In this paper it will be shown 
that under mild conditions it is possible to estimate this conditional 
expectation consistently without specifying a model, i.e., we shall 
~(£) 
construct a random variable yt+i depending on z..,z„,..,z such that 
(1.1) PlV^lS - E (yn+*! Wl' V2''''} } " °' 
where the construction of y ^ does not involve any parametric specifi-
cation of the conditional expectation involved. 
The advantage of our approach over the traditional forcasting 
schemes like ARX models, ARMAX models, ARIMAX models and structural 
economie modeling is that we don't need to bother about possible model 
misspecification, as no model is specified. As is well-known, misspeci-
fication of parametric forecasting schemes will lead to inefficiënt 
forecasts, whereas our approach always leads to asymptotically best 
forecasts. 
A crucial condition for the validity of (1.1) is that the process 
(z ) is rational-valued: 
(1.2) zt e Qk, 
where Q is the set of rational numbers. Thus each of the k components of 
z is assumed to be rational-valued'. In practice this is hardly a condi-
tion, as economie time series are always reported in a finite number of 
decimal digits and are therefore always rational-valued. 
Another condition is that the process is strictly stationary. This 
condition is more restrictive, but it is often possible to transform a 
nonstationary process into a stationary (or "almost" stationary) process 
by differencing. Thus, the components of z may be transformations of 
economie variables. 
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2. OUTLINE OF THE FORECASTING PROCEDURE 
In this section we shall give the recipe for constructing the & period 
ahead forecast y ^. Our approach combines the ARMA memory index model-
ing approach of Bierens (1986a) with a modification to time series of 
the nonparametric kernel regression approach of Devroye and Wagner 
(1980). 
An ARMA memory index x with constant term takes the form 
(2.D x t - u + I ; . I V M + £*vv. 
-«/(l-^1T.)+t(ï»^.L')/(l-I«.1Y.L*)}-,t. 
where p _^ 0 and q £_ 1 are given integers, L is the backwards lag opera-
Ie 
tor, V is a constant, 0^ ,6 .., 6 are vectors in R and Y = (Y,,..,Y )' 0 1 p 1 q 
Q VQ S 
e RH is such that the lag polynomial 1 - 1 _,Y L is invertible. A 
Sss i- S 
sufficiënt condition for the latter is that this lag polynomial has 
roots all outside the unit circle. Denoting these roots by r ( Y ) , we now 
define the set of adm'issible Y's by 
(2.2) r = (Y e Rq : |r (Y)_1| < 1 for s = 1,2, ..,qh 
Thus the Y in (2.1) satisfy: 
(2.3) (Y.....Y )' e r. 
i q 
For notational convenience, let 
(2.4) 9 = (u,B ',..,B » Y.,..,Y ) ' , 
0 p 1 q 
(2.5) e = R x
 R ( p + 1 ) k x r, 
(2.6) xt(6) = xt. 
In Bierens (1986a) we have shown that under mild conditions 
(2.7) B ( y | « , « , « , . . ) = E{yt+£|xt(6)} 
with probability 1, for all e e 6 except in some subset S of 9 with 
Lebesgue measure zero. Moreover, the conditional expectation (2.7) can 
be written as 
(2.8) Etyt+i|xt(e)} = se(xt(e)), 
where g is a Borel measurable real function depending on 6. Cf. Chung 
8 
(1974, Theorem 9.1.2). This function g can for given 9 be consistently 
9 
estimated by nonparametric regression methods. However, there are two 
problems to deal with before we actually can apply nonparametric regres-
sion. First, the ARMA memory index x (9) cannot be calculated in prac-
tice, as only z.,..,z are observable. Second, for arbitrary 9 the 
function g is likely be highly nonlinear and discontinuous (see Bierens 
9 
(1986a, Sec. 5), which renders consistent nonparametric estimation of g 
9 
awkward (though not impossible). The first problem can be solved by 
replacir 
example 
(2.9) * t ( 9 ) ^ + I ^ l ï s V s ( e ) + I s ^ s , 2 t - s 
= z for t > 1, 
= 0 for t < 1. 
replacing x (9) by a truncated ARMA memory index x (9), where for
with Z = z for t > 1, 
There are also other ways to define such a truncated ARMA memory index 
X (9) > for example let the recursive scheme (2.9) start from x (9) = 
y for 1-& < t < p and X (9) = y, for t < -£. However, in the sequel 
we shall work with (2.9). 
It is easy to verify that plim {x(9)-x.(g)} = 0, which suggests 
n-><» t t 
to use X (9) instead of x (9). Although the function g will in genera! 
t t 9 
be nonlinear and discontinuous, we can force it towards a linear func-
tion by choosing 9 such that E(y -x (9))2 is minimal. Denote this 
optimal 9 by 9 » i.e., let 
(2.10) 9Q = argmin E(yt+^-xt(9))2 
and assume that 
4 
(2.ii) eQ t s, 
where S is the exeptional se*: with Lebesgue measure zero for which (2.7) 
does not hold with probability 1. Then for 6 - 6 , (2.7) goes through 
o 
while ga will be 'close' to a linear function. 
We now propose to estimate 9 by 
(2.12) 9n = argmin{In:J+1(yt+Jl-5t(e))2; 6 e 5}, 
where 5 is a compact subset of 9 with 9 e 5, Note that n should satisfy 
(2.13) n >. «.+p+q+(p+l)k +1, 
as otherwise the number of parameters exceeds the number of observa-
tions. It will be shown that 
(2.14) plim f9 - 9 ) . 0. 
Next, let 
(2.15) xn = x (6 ). 
n, t t n 
We now propose to run a nonparametric regression of y . on x , using 
t~r x» n f t 
the kernel method. This kernel regression function estimator takes the 
form 
(2.16) gn£)(x|yn) = ^^+1yt+,K((x-xnït)/Yn)}/{I^+1K((x-xnjt)/Yn)}, 
where K(.) is a real function, called the kernel, and Y is a window 
n 
width parameter. Cf. Bierens (1985) for a review of kernel regression 
estimation methods. Following Devroye and Wagner (1980) we choose for K 
a function satisfying infi i K(x) > 0 for every positive number M. A 
typical example of such a kernel is the density of the Standard normal 
distribution: 
(2.17) K(x) = e~ix2//(2Tr). 
5 
In the sequel of this paper we shall work further with this normal 
kernel. It will be shown tha*. if we choose the window width such that 
(2.18) y = Tn"e with x > 0, 0 < e < 1/6, 
n 
then 
(2.19) Pi-^g^Cx^Jy^-geCW^^ 0-
o 
~(&) (&) Thus y = g (x y ) is a forecast of v , . satisfying (1.1). 
n~rx» n n,n n t-rft 
However, although any y satisfying (2.18) will do, the small sample 
n 
performance of such a forecast is not invariant for the choice of y . 
n 
Therefore we propose to optimize the window width as follows. Choose 
constants a, b, c and d such that 
(2.20) 0 < a < b < °°, 0 < c < d < 1/6 
and choose an integer t such that 
(2.21) £+p+q+(p+l)k+l < t < n-X,. 
Let 
n-l, ~(.l), I - e , (2.22) (x,ê) - argmin{^:;(yt+rg^;(xtjt|xn'e))2; a<t<b; c<e<d} 
(&) Then the proposed forecast y is: 
(2.23) y ,„ = g (x xn ) 
J
n+l n n,n' 
One could argue that the ARMA memory index may be considered as a 
model and that therefore our claim that our approach is nonparametric 
and model-free ÏK not correct. The point is, however, that in principle 
the ARMA memory index can be chosen quite arbitrarily. For the asympto-
tic results the choice of p, q and 6 in (2.9) does not matter (as long as 
6 i S) t The same applies to the window wid.th, as long as (2.18) holds. 
6 
The reason for estimating 9 and y is not to estimate true parameters 
but to enhance the small sample performance of the predictor. Thus our 
approach is truly model-fret. Consequently, the role of economie theory 
in our approach concerns only the selection of the variables in z and 
not the specification of a model. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESÜLT 
The conditions we need for the validity of the results in Section 2, 
apart from the rationality assumption, are conditions on the moments of 
z and conditions on the memory of the process (z ). With respect to the 
latter we require that the memory of the process (z ) vanishes, i.e., z 
and z should become independent as m goes to infinity. For this we 
shall use two concepts, namely the v-stability concept and the a-mixing 
concept. These two concepts together impose very weak conditions on the 
memory of the process. 
Definition 1. Let (x ) be a stochastic process in a a subset X of a 
Euclidean sp*ace, with the structure: 
(3.1) x = f (u ,u ,u - , . . . ) , 
t t t t-I t—l 
where (u ) is a stochastic process in a Euclidean space U and (f) is a 
sequence of Borel measurable mappings from the space of one-sided 
infinite sequences in U into X. For r > 0 and m >^  1, let 
(3.2) v(m) = sup E||x - E(x lut»ut_i»••»ut-m+l^^^ ' 
x 
If lim v(m) = 0 then (x ) is said to be v-stable in L with respect to 
m-*» t 
the base (u ). Moreover, if v is such that v(m)= 0(e ) for some c > 0 
r 
then the process (x ) is said to be exponentially stable in L with 
respect to the base (u ). 
This concept restricts the memory of the process (x ) in that the impact 
of the remote past of u on x vanishes. We note that if (x ) and (u ) r
 t t t t • 
7 
are strictly stationary and E||x || < °° then (x ) is automatically 
v-stable in L with respect to (u ) . See Bierens (1986b, Theorem Al). 
Thus, for example, stationary ARMA processes with Gaussian white noise 
errors are v-stable in L with respect to the error process, for every r 
> 0. Moreover, these ARMA processes are also exponentially stable. 
Since we assume stationarity, the v-stability condition itself does 
not impose additional restrictions. However, stationary processes, 
though v-stable, are not necessarily exponentially stable. It is the 
latter concept we need. For a further discussion of the v-stability 
concept, see Bierens (1983,1986a,b). Also, see Bierens (1981) for a 
discussion of the related stochastic stability concept. 
In order that for a v-stable process (x ) the impact of x on x_ 
t t-m t 
vanishes as m •*• °° we also need to restrict the memory of the base (u ) . 
The condition we employ for that is the a-mixing condition. 
Definition 2. Let (u ) be a stochastic process in a Euclidean space U. 
00
 t 
Let F be the Borel field generated by u ,u ^ u „,... and let F_ra be 
the Borel field generated by u ,u . ,u _,.... Let for m ^ 0 , 
(3.3) o(m) - sup^ sup
 m ^ „^E. and E,) - P(E.)P(E7)|. 
' \^2<T l 2 l 2 
Then the process (u ) is said to be ct-mixing if lim ^ 0Oa(m) = 0. 
Examples of a-mixing processes are independent processes, 
finite-dependent processes, and Gaussian AR(1) processes. See Ibragimov 
and Linnik (1971) for the AR(1) case and White and Domowitz (1984) for a 
further discussion of the a-mixing concept. 
We are riow able to state our basic assumption. 
Assumption 1. The process (z ) is a strictly stationary process in Q , 
with 
(3.4) E||Z U 4 + Ö < °° for some 6 > 0. 
4+6 
Moreover, (z ) is exponentially stable in L with respect to an 
c-mixing base, where 
o.s) r.„«(.)s/<4+6) _ < oo 
m=0 
8 
This assumption is sufficiënt for (2.7) to hold: 
Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 'iold and let y be one of the components of 
z . There exists a subset S of 9 (cf. (2.5)) with Lebesgue measure zero 
such that for each integer l >_ 1, each t and each 6 e 9-S, 
(3.6) HE(yt+£|Zt,Z£_1)V2)..) - E(yt+Jxt(6)} - 1. 
where x (8) is defined by (2.6). 
Proof. Bierens (1986a). 
Next, denote similarly to (2.2), 
(3.7) f = {y e Rq:|r (Y)-1| <. P for s-l,2,..,q; 0 < p < 1}, 
s 
let C be a closed hypercube in R and let 
(3.8) 9 = C x f. 
Then 9 is a compact subset of 9. Cf. Bierens (1986b» Section 2.1). We 
now assume: 
Assumption 2. 
(I) There exists a unique point 8 in 9 such that 
E{?t+, " X t ( V } 2 = inf6E9 Ei?t+l ~ Xt ( 6 ) } 2-
Moreover, 
(II) 8 lies in an open subset of 9, 
o 
(III) 8- i S (cf. Theorem 1), 
o 
(IV) the matrix (8/86)(8/3e')E{y , -x (6)}2 is non-singular at 8 . 
9 
Since the set S has Lebesgue measure zero the condition (III) is 
not too restrictive. The other conditions are similar to those for 
consistency and asymptotic normality of nonlinear least squares estima-
tors. Cf. Bierens (1981). 
The assumptions 1 and 2 are all we need: 
Theorem 2. Let fl.i be defined as in Section 2, where the set 9 in 
(2.12) is defined by (3.8). Under Assumptions 1 and 2 we have 
(£) i 
plimn~{?n+* " E<yn+J W l ' z n - 2 " - ' ) } = °' 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE ARMA MEMORY INDICES 
In this section we derive the properties of the ARMA memory indices 
x (9), x (9) and x (9 ). We consider first the properties of the ARMA t t tn rr 
memory index (2.1) and its truncation (2.9). Observe from (2.1) that 
x (9) can be written as 
(4.1) xt - xt(9) = 0,(9) + Ig.0n8(8)'-zt_s 
where 
(4.2) <K9) = u/(l - I g = 1 V > 
(4.3) C 0n s(9)L S - (^=0BsLS)/(l - I^ l Y gL S) 
For the compact set ö defined by (3.8) we have: 
Lemma 1. For some constant cn > O, 
supee§1|n3(e)|| < c0(l+s)qpS, 
where p e (0,1) is given by (3.7). 
10 
Proof: Appendix. 
Lemma 2. For some constant c, > 0 and each component 9. of 9, 
supeegH (3/39.^(6) || < Cl(l+s)2q+2pse 
Proof: Appendix. 
Lemma 3. For some constant c„ > 0 and each pair (9.,9.) of components of 
supe£§||(3/39^(3/30 )n8(6)|| < c2(l+s)3q+4pS. 
Proof: Appendix. 
We shall need these lemmas in order to establish the rate of con-
vergence to zero of (x - x ). 
t ,n t 
Next, consider the truncated ARMA memory index x (9) (cf.(2.9)). 
Clearly we have 
(4.4) xt(9) -xt(9) = C t n s ( e ) ' Z t _ s . 
It follows now from Lemma 1, Assumptlon 1(1) and Holder's inequality 
that for r < 4+6, 
(4 .5 ) E s u p e e § | x t ( 8 ) - x t ( 0 ) | r < E { ^ = t c 0 ( l + s ) q p S | | Z t _ s | | } r 
= o<t r qp r t). 
This result proves part (I) of Lemma 4 below. Along the same lines we 
can prove parts (II) and (III), using Lemmas 2 and 3. Thus: 
Lemma 4. There exists a constant c^ such that for t >_ 1 and 0 < r <_ 4+6, 
(I) Esupee-|xt(9) - xt(9)|r < c^tqrprt 
11 
and for all components 9 and 9. of 9, 
(II) EsupeeSl(3/3ei)xt(6) - (3/36^^(9) | r < C At ( 2 q + 2 ) rp r t, 
(III) EsupeeS|(3/39i)(3/39j)xt(9) - (3/39^ (3/39 .)xt(8) |r 
<
 c # t ( 3 « I + 4 ) r p r t # 
Next , l e t 
(4.6) 5(6) - l / ( n - * - P ) X ^ 1 ( 7 t + 1 " x t (9 ) ) 2 , 
(4.7) Q(9) - l/(n-^-p)I^p+1(yt+£ - xt<«))». 
Then Lemma 4 implies: 
Lemma 5. 
(I) Esupeeg|Q(9) - Q(9)| . 0(l/n). 
For all components 9. and 9. of 9, 
(II) Esup6eSl(3/39i)Q(9) - (3/39i)Q(9)| -0(l/n), 
(III) EsupQeg|(3/36±)(3/38)5(9) - (3/38^(3/38 )Q(fl)1 - 0(l/n). 
Moreover, from Bierens (1986b, Theorem A3) and Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 
follows: 
Lemma 6. Under Assumption 1 we have: 
( I ) p l i m n W 3 u p 9 e ü l Q ( 9 ) - Q ( 8 ) | = 0, 
( I I ) p l ± m n ^ e o s u p 9 e S ! ( 3 / 3 8 i )Q(9) - (3/39. . )Q(9) | = 0 , 
( I I I ) p l l m n ^ B s u p e e 5 l ( 3 / 3 8 i ) ( 3 / 3 9 ) 5 ( 9 ) - ( 3 / 3 9 ± ) ( 3 / 3 8 ) Q ( 8 ) | - 0 , 
12 
where 9. and 9. are arbitrary components of 6 and 
(4.8) Q(9) = EQ(9) = E(yt+4 - xt(9)): 
From part (I) of the Lemmas 5 and 6 and Bierens (1981, Lemma 3.1.8) it 
follows now that under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
(4.9) plim 9 = 9 . r
 n-*» n o 
The rate of convergence in probability of 9 to 9 can be 
established as follows. Consider the Taylor expansion of (3/99.)Q(9 ) 
around 9 : 
o 
(4 .10) ( 3 / 3 9 , ) Q ( e ) - ( 3 /39 , )Q(9 ) + { ( 3 / 3 9 ) ( 3 / 3 9 , ) Q ( 9 , ) } ( 9 -9 ) , 
i n l o i i n o 
where 9. is a mean value. Since 9 converges in probability to an 
interior point 9 of 0, we have 
o 
(4.11) P((3/39.)Q(9 ) = 0) -*> 1 as n -*• ». 
Moreover, we have: 
Lemma 7. Under Assumption 1, /(n/ln(n))(3/39.)Q(9 ) is stochastically 
bounded. 
Proof: Appendix. 
This result, combined with Lemma 5(11), yields: 
(4.12) /(n/ln(n))(3/36.)Q(9 ) is stochastically bounded. 
1 o 
F u r t h e r m o r e , ( 4 . 9 ) and Lemmas 5(111) and 6(111) imply 
(4 .13) p l im ( 3 / 3 9 ) 0 / 3 9 . ) Q ( 9 . ) = (3 /39) (3 /39 .)Q(9 ) 
n->°° ï i 1 0 
13 
From (4.10) through (4.13) we now conclude, similarly to the Standard 
argument for deriving asymptotic normality results for nonlinear least 
squares, that: 
Lemma 8. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, /(n/ln(n))(9 - 8 ) is stochastical-
n o 
ly bounded. 
Combining Lemmas 4(1) and 8 now yields: 
Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
(I) {/(n/ln(n))}(l/(n-p-jO)£n~£+1(xt(en) - *t(efl)) i s stochastic-
ally bounded, 
(II) {/(n/ln(n))}(l/(n-p-jD)^+1(xt(en) - x , . ^ ) ) 2 is stochastic-
ally bounded, 
(III) /(n/ln(n))(x (9 ) - x (6 )) is stochastically bounded. 
n n n o 
Finally we have: 
Theorem 4. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
(i) E|xt(eo)|4+6 < « . 
4+6 (II) Moreover, the process (x (6 )) is exponentially stable in L with 
respect to an a-mixing base, where 
n M\ V00 t ^/(4+<5) 
(4.14) )
 r.a(m) < °°. 
Proof: Appendix. 
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5. KERNEL REGRESSION FUNCTION ESTIMATORS 
In this section we show that the kernel regression function estimator 
(2.16) with kernel (2.17) and window width (2.18) satisfies 
(5.1) gU)(x |Y ) -E(y x.|x) + 0 in prob. 
n n,n' n
 J
n+l[ n 
where x = x (8 ) and x is defined by-(2.15). The proof involves two 
u C O Tl j T. 
main s t e p s . F i r s t we show 
(5.2) g W ( x |y ) - g ( £ ) ( x |y ) +0 in p rob . , 
°n n ,n ' n ön n' n v 
where 
and then we show 
(5.4) S n ^ O j V " g<xn ) * ° i n Prob-« 
where g is a Borel measurable real function such that 
(5.5) g(xn) - E( y n + J x n ) a.s. 
Denote 
«u-A (5.6) a n = (l/Cn-^p))i;: p + 1y t + £K((x n > n-x n > t)/Y n) 
(5.7) a n = (l/(n-t-p))I^ 17 t + lK((x n-x t)/Y n). 
-Xï-l (5.8) b^ = d/ (n- j i -p) ) r : : , 1 K((x T i - x j h j 
n 'jt=p+l n,n n,t n 
n-X. (5.9) b = (l/(n-£-p))r_:,1K((X -X.)/Y ). n 'jt=p+l n t n 
Since we choose for K the Standard normal density, it follows froir the 
well-known inversion formula for characterlstic functions that 
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(5.10) K(x) - (l/(2ir))P exp(-i5x)exp(-i52)d5, 
hence 
(5.11) K((xn -K )/Y) n,n n,t n 
= (l/(2ir))r exp(-i5(x -x Jfy )exp(-^2)dS 
—°° n,n n, t n 
= (Yn/(2ir))/ B^erp-(-i5jen n)exp(i5xn t)exp(-ÏY2C2)d5» 
and similarly 
(5.12) K((xn-xt)/Yn) - (Yn/(2Tr))/^aexp(-iCxn)exp(i?xt;)exp(-iYj52)d51 
Thus we can write: 
(5.13) an - (Yn/(21r))/l{(l/(n-£-p))I^+1yt+Aexp(i?xn>t)} 
xexp(-i?xnjn) exp (-h2?2) d£, 
(5.14) an = (Yn/(27r))J^{(l/(n-Jl-P))^+1yt+j,exp(i5xt)} 
xexp(- iCx n )exp(-JY 2 1 5 2 )dC 
and c o n s e q u e n t l y 
(5 .15) a - a < 
n n —• 
( Y n / ( 2 T r ) ) / _ o o | ( l / ( n - £ - p ) ) ^ + 1 y i . + j l { e x p ( i 5 x n > t ) - e x p ( U x t ) } | 
x e x p ( - h 2 C 2 ) d C + ( Y n / ( 2 T r ) ) ( l / ( n - « . - p ) ) ^ : J + 1 | y t + J 
x / 2 n | e x p ( - i C x n n ) - e x p ( - i 5 x n ) | e x p ( - h 2 S 2 ) d ? 
< (YT1/(2,)){(l/(n-,-p))I-J+1|yt+J U ^ - x J 
16 
< (l/(21rïn)){(l/(n-£-P))I^+1yt2+Jl>i ' 
x{(l/(n-£-P))^+1(xn)t-Xt)2}i/"oo|?|exp(-K2)d5 
+ (i/(2mrn)){(i/(n--H,))^1|yt+1|}|xnfn-xJ 
x/l|5|exp(-l52)dC 
It follows now from (5.15) and Theorem 3: 
Lemma 9. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, y An/ln(n)) (a - a ) is stochastic-
ally bounded. 
Similarly we have: 
Lemma 10. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, y /(n/ln(n))(b - b ) is stochast-
— — — — — n n n 
ically bounded. 
Next, observe that 
(5.16) g U ) ( x \y ) - g a ) ( x | Y ) = a /b - a /b 
n n ,n ' 'n e n n ' 'n n n n n 
= {(a -a )b - a (b -b )} /{(b -b )+ b 2 } . 
n n n n n n n n n 
Since obviously a and b are stochastically bounded it follows from 
(5.16) and Lemmas 9 and 10 that (5.2) holds if 
(5.17) Y v/(n/ln(n))b2 •* » in prob. 
n n 
For proving (5.17) we need the following notation and lemmas. Let F be 
the distribution function of x and let 
(5.18) bn = /"ooK((xn.-x)/YTi)dF(x) 
n ' ' 'n' 
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Lemma 11. For any sequence (c ) satisfying 
(5.19) c > 0, c + 0, c n * 0 
n n n n 
we have P(b ^ ( O ^ l a s n - * 0 0 . 
n — n 
Proof: This lemma follows easily from the proof of Devroye and Wagner 
(1980, Lemma 3). 
Lemma 12. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
E|b n - b j - 0(/(ln(n)/n)) + 0(1/(nYn)) 
Proof: It follows from (5.9), (5.12) and (5.18) that 
(5.20) |b ~ b I i 
n n 
pn-A (Yn/(21r))J_rol(l/(n-il-p))I^p+1(eXp(iCxt)-E(exp(i5xt)))l 
xexp(-iY252)d5. 
n 
Now let 
(5.21) x<m) - E(xt|ut,ut_1,ut_2,...5ut_m+1), 
where (u ) is the a-mixing base of (x ). Cf. Theorem 4. Then 
(5.22) E| (l/(n-i-p))I^+1(exp(i?xt)-E(exp(i?xt))) ! 
l(2/(n-,-p))UII^+1E|xt-xt«| 
+ E| (l/(n-X-p))I^+1(exp(iCx^m))-E(exp(i?x^m)))) i 
• < 2 | C ! { E ! X _ X ( - ) | * + V / ( 4 + 6 ) 
~ t t 
+ {E| (l/(n-A-p))^:p+1(cos(5x^))-E(coS(?x^m)))) I2)1 
+ {E|(l/(n-Jl-p))I^+1(sin(Cx^))-E(Sin(5x^))))!2}i, 
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where the first term at the right hand side of (5.22) follows from 
Liapounov's inequality and the last two terms follow from the well-known 
ix formula e = cos(x) + i.sin(x). Si 
* 
bounded a -mixing sequences, where 
ince {cos(?x^m )} and {sin(5x^)} are 
* t t 
(5.23) <x*(j) = 1 if j < m+1, 
= a(j-m-l) if j > m+1 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 7), it follows from Lemma Al in the appendix 
(with r - <*>) , 
(5.24) E{(l/(n-JUp))I£:p+1(cos(Cx^m)) -E(cos(Sx£m))))}2 
- (l/(n-A-p)2)I^+1E{cosC^m)) -E(cos(5xj:m)))}2 
< 12{m+l+r
 0a(j)}/(n-l-p) 
uniformly in ?. The same result holds for sin (Cxfm)). Note that (4.16) 
implies £._na(j) < °°. Consequently, for sufficiently large m and n the 
right hand side of (5.24) is bounded by c.m/n, where c > 12. Thus it 
follows from (5.22) and Theorem 4 that for some constants c^, c. and c~, 
(5.25) E|(l/(n-Jl-p))I£:p+1(exp(iCxt) -E(exp(i5xt)))| 
<^  cJSJexpC-c^m) + c-/(m/n) . 
Combining (5.20) and (5.25) we now see that there exist constants c^, c, 
* 
and c„ such that for large m and n, 
(5.26) E|b - b | < c,exp(-c.m)/Y + c„/(m/n). 
n n - 1 * n z 
Taking m ^ ln(n)/cA , Lemma 12 follows. Q.E.D. 
Let us return to the proof of (5.17). From Lemma 12 and (5.9) and 
(5.18) it follows 
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(5.27) E|Y / ( n / l n ( n ) ) (b2 - b 2 ) | - E | Y / ( n / l n ( n ) ) (b - b ) ( b + b ) | 
n n n n n n n n 
< | Y / ( n / l n ( n ) ) ( b -h )I2sup K(x) - 0(Y ) + 0 ( l / / ( n . l n ( n ) ) ) + 0 
— ' n n n ' x n 
as Y •••O, and from Lemma 11 i t follows 
'n 
(5.28) P{Y / ( n / l n ( n ) ) b 2 > c2 Y / ( n / l n ( n ) ) } + l a s i + « . 
Thus it follows from (5.27) and (5.28) that (5.17) holds if c can be 
n 
chosen such that 
(5.29) c > 0, c + 0, c /y '-*• 0, czy /(n/ln(n)) -»• », 
n n n n. n'n 
while Y ->• 0. Thus, let 
(5.30) Yn = Tn"£, T > 0, E > 0, 
(5.31) c = Tn"e"6, 6 > 0. 
n 
Then c > 0, c + 0, c /y = n •> 0. Moreover, if e < 1/6 we can choose 
n n n n 
<5 such that C 2Y /(n/ln(n)) •+• °°. This proves: 
n n 
Theorem 5. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If 
(5.32) Y = m , where x > 0 and 0 <^e < 1/6 
n 
then plim {g(£)(x |Y ) - g(£)(x |Y )} = 0. 
n-H=° n n, n' ' n °n n' ' n 
Next we turn to the proof of (5.4). Denote similarly to (5.18), 
(5.33) l = J°° g(x)K((x -x)/n)dF(x). 
n ' -<*> n 
Then similarly to (5.20) we have 
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(5.34) |3n - in| < (Yn/(2ir))J"ra|(l/(n-£-p))^+1(yt+Jlexp(i5xt) 
- E(yt+Jlexp(iCxt))) |exp(-*yJS2)<15, 
hence, similarly to Lemma 12 we have: 
Lemma 13. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
E|a - a l - 0(/(ln(n)/n)) + 0(l/(ny )) 
n n n 
Thus 
(5.35) min(/(n/ln(n)), ny ) (a - a ) is stochastically bounded. 
n n n 
Since also Lemma 12 implies that 
(5.36) min(/(n/ln(n)), ny ) (b* - b ) is stochastically bounded, 
n n n 
it follows 
(5.37) plim (a -i )/b - plim (a -a )/((b -b )+b ) - 0 f
 n->.»
x
 n n n r n-**> n n n n n 
if 
(5.38) plim min(/(n/ln(n)) , ny )b = <=°. r
 n-**> 'n n 
According to Lemma 11 the latter is satisfied if there exists a sequence 
(c ) satisfying (5.19) such that 
(5.39) c min(/(n/ln(n)), ny ) •> ». 
n n 
Taking c and y the same as in (5.30) and (5.31), we see that (5.39) 
n n 
holds for y satisfying (5.32). Thus: 
n 
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Lemma 14. Under the conditions of Theorem 5 we have 
plim (a -a )/b - 0. 
n-voo n n n 
The next step is to show that 
(5.40) plim (a /b - l /b ) = 0, v
 n-*» n n n n 
which is true if 
(5.41) plim (l/b - l/b ) - plim (b -b )/((b -b )b +b2) = 0. r
 n-*» n TL * n-w» n n n n n n 
In view of (5.36) is suffices to show 
(5.42) plim min(/(n/ln(n)), nv )b2 = •» 
n*°° n n 
and in view of Lemma 11 it suffices for that to verify 
(5.43) c2min(/(n/ln(n)), nY ) * » • 
n n 
for c satisfying (5.19). Taking y and c as in (5.30) and (5.31) we 
see that this is possible for y satisfying (5.32). Thus: 
Lemma 15. Under the conditions of Theorem 5, 
plim (a /b - a /b ) = 0. r
 n-«° n n n n 
The last step is to show that plim (a /b - g(x )) = 0 . For that 
n-H» n n n 
we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 16. Let x be a random variable and let g be a Borel measurable 
real function on R such that E|g(x)| < <*>. For every e > 0 there exists a 
uniformly continuous bounded function f such that E|g(x)-f(x)j < e. 
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Proof: Dunford and Schwartz (1957, p.298), as quoted by Devroye and 
Wagner (1980) and Bierens (1986a, Lemma 4). 
Now let x = x and let g be defined by (5.5). Moreover, let 
(5.44) aj 1 } = J"oof(x)K((xri-x)/Yn)dF(x), 
where f is given in Lemma 16. Then 
(5.45) E|(S -I(1))/bJ < E{f°Jg(x)-f(x)|K((x-X)/Y )dF(x)} 
/{ƒ!*( (x-*)/YJdF(x)} 
' -°° n n 
= roo|g(x)-f(x)|rco{K((w-x)/YT,)/Jl0K((w-y)/Y )dF(y)} 
dF(w)dF(x) 
< c/~Jg(x)-f(x)|dF(x), 
where C is a constant only depending on K(.). The last step follows from 
Devroye and Wagner (1980, Lemma 1). Thus: 
(5.46) Ei Ca -a(1))/b I < eC. 
n n n 
Next, let 
(5.47) I^2) - f(x )f\K((x -x)/Y)dF(x) = f(x )b" 
TI n * mop n T\ Ti T 
 n n n 
Then 
(5.48) | ^ 1 } - 5 ^ 2 ) | < /"co|f(xn)-f(x)|K((xn-x)/Yn)dF(x). 
Since f is uniformly continuous and bounded there exists a K > 0 and a 
constant M such that 
e 
(5.49) lx -xl < K => |f(x )-f(x)| < e, 
1
 n — e n ' 
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and 
(5.50) sup |f(x)I < M . 
x' ' — e 
From (5.48), (5.49) and (5.50) it easily follows 
(5.51) |a"(1)-5(2)| < eb + 2M exp(-i«2/Y2), 1
 n n ' — n e r e n 
hence 
(5.52) |(a(1)-a(2))/b | < e + 2M exp(-iic2/Y2)/b . 1
 n n n' - e r * e • n n 
Since P(b /c > 1) •*• 1 and 
n n 
(5.53) llffln^,exp(-lK|/Yj)/cn = 0 
for c and y defined by (5.30) and (5.31), we have 
n n 
(5.54) P(|(i(1)-S(2))/b | < 2e) + 1. 
n n n1 — 
Now observe that 
(5.55) a / E - g ( x ) = (S - ï ^ 1 } ) / b n + ( I ^ i : > - ^ 2 ) ) / b + f(x )-g(x ) . 
n n n n n n n n n n n 
Since by Lemma 16, 
(5.56) E|f(xn)-g(xn)| < e 
and e is arbitrary, it is easy to verify from (5.46), (5.54), (5.55) and 
(5.56) that: 
Lemma 17. Under the conditions of Theorem 5, 
plim {a /b - g(x )} = 0. v
 n-*» n n & n 
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Combining Lemmas 14, 15 and 17 now yields: 
Theorem 6. Under Assumptions 1 and 2 and condition (5.32), 
plim {g(il)(x |v ) - g(x )} - 0. r
 n-*»Lan n1 'n e n J 
Theorems 5 and 6 now prove Theorem 2 for the case that y is chosen 
in advance according to (5.32). The proof for the case that y is deter-
mined by (2.22) is not too hard and therefore left to the reader. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper we have shown that stationary economie time series can be 
asymptotically best forecasted without specifying the data generating 
process. The procedure we propose consists of three steps. First we fit 
a possibly misspecified ARMA model to the data and we use the estimated 
ARMA model to forecast the variable of interest in and out the sample. 
Then we regres the actual values of the forecasted variable on the 
corresponding ARMA forecasts, using a nonparametric kernel regression 
estimator. Finally, the out of sample forecast on the basis of the ARMA 
model is corrected by using the nonparametric kernel regression function 
as a 'filter', in order to correct for the impact of the misspecifica-
tion of the ARMA model. 
The practical significance of this approach depends on the length 
of the time series under review and the extent of the misspecifica'tion 
of the ARMA model used as a preliminary forecasting scheme. If this ARMA 
model is highly misspecified, the^the function relating the best fore-
cast to the ARMA forecast will be highly nonlinear and likely be highly 
discontinuous. From an asymptotic point of view this is no problem, as 
consistency of the nonparametric kernel regression estimator only 
requires that the regression function to be estimated is Borel measura-
ble. However, nonparametric estimation of highly nonlinear and disconti-
nuous functions will likely require much more data than nonparametric 
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estimation of smooth functions in order to get the same degree of 
accuracy. Consequently, it makes sense to select the- preliminary ARMA 
model as carefully as possible in order to get as close as possible to 
the true data generating process. Thus we advocate to choose an AEMA 
model already having a good forecasting performance. The nonparametric 
regression approach then provides the 'finishing touch' in that the 
impact of the (modest) misspecification of the ARMA model is filtered 
out by the kernel regression estimator. In practice one should therefore 
not expect dramatic improvements of the ARMA forecasts. 
Our results may also contribute fc£** the rational expectations 
theory. The rational expectations (RE) hypothesis states that expecta-
tions of economie agents are basically conditional expectations relative 
to all available information about the past of the economie process 
involved. Rational expectations theorists usually assume that also the 
true model is known to the public. Opponents of the RE hypothesis, in 
particular Shiller (1978), have argued that this assumption cannot be 
taken seriously, as economists are only now discovering these models. 
Indeed, this is a very strong point. However, our results show that in 
principle rational expectations can be learned without knowing the 
model, provided the data generating process is stationary. In this 
process of learning rational expectations the ARMA forecast plays the 
role of an adaptive expectation. The nonparametric regression approach 
then transforms the non-rational adaptive expectation into a rational 
expectation, and can therefore be considered as the actual 'learning by 
doing' procedure. 
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APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 1: 
S ince 6 e 9 i m p l i e s y = ( Y T . - . J Y ) ' e ? ( c f . ( 3 . 8 ) , ( 3 . 9 ) ) , t h e r o o t s 
r , ( y ) , . . , r (Y) of t he l a g polyxiomial 1-Y" ,Y L S s a t i s f y i q "s5*! s 
(Al) | r s ( Y ) _ 1 | 1 P . 
Moreover 
1 2 q j 
=
 ^8-0^8.+8-+. .+S = S n j = i r S . ( Y ) L 
1 2 q 3 
- Co?s(ï)LS' 
s a y . Thus by (Al) 
(A3) sup p |Cs(Y)| < la org 0 . . . I ^ =QPS - (1-*)V. 
1 2 q 
Next, observe from (4.3) and (A2) that 
<A4) i;^n8(8)Ls- (i;=0Cs(Y)LS)(lP=06sLS) 
_ r« rmin(s.p) . , s 
" W j = 0 Bs5s-j(Y)L ' 
Thus it follows from (A3) and (A4) that 
(A5) 8«peeg1|n8(e)| | < I ^ ^ ' ^ s u p ^ l U . I K i + s - j ) ^ ^ 
<-upeeSl lel 1 1 ^ ( 1 4 . ) V - P 
- ( l + p ) p - p s u p e e § | | e | | ( l + s ) q p S . Q.E.D 
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Proof of Lemma 2 : 
Observe from (2 .1 ) t h a t 
'(A6) Ox t/3Y.) = IJ»1YsOxt.8/3Yj) + \ . y 3-1.2,...q, 
(A7) Oxt/3g') = iVlV^tV 3 0^ + Z t- j* ^° ' 1>-"P-
From (A6) , ( 4 . 1 ) and (A2) i t fo l lows 
(A8) (3xt/3Yj) = (l-IJ-1YaL8)"1*C8) 
+
 Co^ )LS)(CJv j (e )LS)'zt 
- M ^ V - V V e ) + (X^(n^C jKi-h-.)51(Y)v j(e))l8),8t 
= (3/3Yj)<Ke) + (Ig=0O/3Yj)nsCe)Ls)'Zt, 
where I(.) is the indicator function. It follows now from Lemma 1, (A3) 
and (A8) that 
(A9) | | 0/3Yj)n8(e) | i < I"=0^=jI(i+m=s)(l+i)qpic0(l+m-j)qpm"J 
- c0(l+s)2%S-^"=0i;=jI(i^s) < c0p-q(IJ=0^0l)(l+s)2%S 
-q,,, , 2q+2 s 
<_ cQp H(l+s) M p . 
Furthermore, it follows from (A7), (A2) and (4.1), 
(AIO) (3xt/36') = {(l-^=lYsLS)-1Lj}zt = ( ^ ^ ( Y ) ^ " 4 ) ^ 
= C jC s. j(Y)L s) Z t = (i;=0O/33!)ns(e)Ls)zt. 
Thus for each component B. . of &. we have 
1,1 1 
(All) ||(3/3B. .)n (6)|| - k|c -(Y)| ik(s+l-j)qpS"] <kp"P(l+s)V 
x
'
3 s
 ,
 2 p / i i ^ q + 2 s 
< kp ^(1+s) H p . 
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Finally, observe from (4.3) that 
(A12) (3/-3p)n (6) - 0. 
s 
The lemma follows now from (AIO), A(12) and (A13). Q.E.D, 
Proof of Lemma 3 : 
I t follows from (A6) and (A7), 
(A13) O z x / 9 T , 3 Y . ) - r L l O 2 * , . /3Y,3ï,)+(3x t . J*y.)HZ*r J*T 0 > 
t i j s=l s t - s 1 2 z~l ^ z—i. j 
(A14) O ^ / a y . a g p = I ^ 1 Y s ( 3 2 x t _ s / 3 Y i 3 6 « ) + ( 3 X t _ i / 3 6 p , 
(A15) (32x /38.3B!) - £? y ( 3 % 7 3 6 , 3 8 ' ) . 
t i j s5*! s t - s i 3 
From (A15) it follows: 
(A16) (32x /36.3B!) - 0. 
t i j 
From (A13), (A2) and (4.1) it follows 
(A17) (32x /3Y.3Y.) = (I"
 nC (Y)LS) 
*<Ci(a/3Wi(e) + I^O/SY^n^.O)} 
- C0CoCiI(h^=s)^)(3/3VVi(6)' 
+ C0C1Kh^=s)Cs(Y)(3/3Y.)V.(9)'}LSZt 
- ( I ^ Q C 3 / ^ ^ (3/3Yj)ng(e)Ls) 'zt. 
Thus 
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(A18) | | 0 / 3 y < ) 0 / 3 Y J n a ( e ) | | 
x j s 
< I^0i;=iI(h+m=s) i l ^Vc^ l -h t - l ) 2 ^*- 1 
+ C-oC j x ^ = s > <1+h> q P h c i C ^ ~ i > 2 q + 2 p m " j 
< 2p-qc1(l-hi)3 q + 2paJ - 0X^0I(W«-.) < 2p-qc1(l+s)3 q + 4pS . 
By a s i m i l a r argument we can show t h a t (A14) i m p l i e s 
(A19) \\iï/iy,)to/Z6 , ) n ( 6 ) | | < c ? ( l + s ) 3 q + 4 p S , 
where 8 . i s t he m-th component of 8 . . The lemma fo l lows now from 
(A16), (A18) and (A19). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 7: 
We have 
(A20) ( 3 / 3 0 . ) Q ( e o ) - ( - 2 / ( n - A - p ) ) ^ ^ + 1 ( y t _ A - x t ( e o ) ) 0 / 3 e 1 ) x t ( 9 o ) 
" (-2/(-^P))Kp+ lVtWt ' 
say , where 
(A2D v t = yt+i - x t(9o) = y t + 1 - +(8^ - Ts^s^0^ 
(A22)
 W(. = 0/3e.)x (e ) = 0/36. H(e ) + n_ f 1 ( 3 / 3 eP r i= : ( 9n ) • 
t i t o i o ^s=U x s o 
Let (u ) be t he base of (z ) and deno te 
(A23) y^ m ) = E < y t l v « t _ 1 . u t _ 2 . . . . u t - f l r i . 1 > . 
(A24) z<m ) = E ( z t l u t ) u t _ 1 , u t _ 2 , . . J u t _ m + 1 ) > 
(A25) ,«-^-»(.0).rrtns(./.JS, 
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(A26) w£m) - o/aei)<|,(eo) + I g ^ O / a ^ V V ^ t - s * 
Note that v is a function of u ., ut+o_i»'"» ut-2m+l and Wt is a 
function of u .u ,,..,u „ ,,. From Assumption 1, Lemmas 1 and 2 and 
t t—l t—im+i 
Hölder's inequality it follows 
s' ' 
4+6 
(A27, I|T^W |« < E{ |yt+i.y(») | + 1^,(1*) VI !.„-.« 
+
 C-i<o<1+s>V!lVsll> 
< °WyM-?(iï\M + ^ . 0 C 0 4 + VS>« 4 + 5 V ( 4 + S >E| | . M - W I |4+6 
- 0<v(.)> + 0(."l<4+S»p-(4+6)). 
uniformly in t. Since by Assumption 1, v(m)=0(e ) for some c > 0 and 
since 
(A28)
 mq(4+ö)pm(4+6) < 2pmC4+S<5) = 2gln(p)(4+iÖ)m 
for m sufficiently large, it follows now that 
(A29) E|vt-v^m)|4+<5 = 0(e_Cm) for some c > 0. 
Moreover, similarly we have 
(A30) E|w - W £ m ) | 4 + S = 0(e"Cm) for some c > 0. 
Using (A29), (A30) and Schwartz' inequality it is now easy to show that 
,.,n „I (m) (m)|2+|<5 , -cm. . . „ (A31) E v w -v w = 0(e ) for some c > 0. t t t t 
Next, observe that v w depends on u ,,,..,u „ ,,» Since the 
t t ( \ ( \ *£ t-2m+l 
u 's are a-mixing, the process (v w ) is a -mixing, with 
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(A32) a (j) - l if j <: £+2m+l, 
- a(j-Ü,-2m-l) if j > £+2m+l. 
From Lemma Al below and the fact that 
(A33) E|vf >v<"> \»*< <_ (E|v[m) |4+6)^(E|w^ | 4 + V 
< (v(m)+E|vtr+0)J(v(m)+E|wtr+0)! < » 
it follows now that for some constants c , c and m and n sufficiently 
large, 
(A34) E{(l/(n-)l-p))In^+1(v^)w<m)-E(v^)w^)))}2 
- ü/Cn-il-p)2)!?:* W ^ W * ^ ) ) 2 t=p+l t t t t 
£ c M ; / ( J ) 6 / ( W ) m n - H } 
< c*{il+l+2m+I^0a(j)6/(4+6)}/{n-Jl-p} < c**m/n 
hence 
(A35) E| (l/(n-l-p))i;^+1(v^)v^)-Ev^)w^)) 1 1 /c**/(«/n) . 
Combining (A31) and (A35) , we see that for some positive constants c, 
c , c and sufficiently large m and n, 
(A36) E|(l/(n-£-p))I^+1(vtwt-Evtwt)| < c(1V(m/n) + c(2)e"Cm. 
Minimizing (A36) to m yields 
(A37) E|a/(n-H>))I"^+1(vtwt-Evtwt)| - 0(/(ln(n)/n)) . 
By Chebishev's ine,/aality, this proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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r l/r Lemma Al. Let (u ) be an a-mixing process in R with sup {Elu I } = M 
oo fr-2')/r ** 
< oo for some r > 2. If V
 na
r
n) ~ < °= then i,m=u 
|E{(l/n)^=1(ut-E(ut))}2 - (l/n2)£n=1E(ut-E(ut))2| 
< 12M2(l/n)r_na(m)(r"2)/r. 
Proof: Let a & F™. , b e FC (cf. Definition 2), with {E|a|r} < oo 
, / t-rm -oo i i i \V 1 / r 
and {E|b| } < oo for some r > 2. Then it follows from McLeish (1975, 
Lemma 2.1) that 
(A38) |E(ab)-E(a)E(b)| < 2(2(r_1)/r+l)a(m)(r_2)/r{E|a|r}1/r{E|b|r}1/r. 
Taking a = u . -E(u , ) and b = u -E(u ) we therefore have t+m t+m t t 
(A39) lCov<ut+m>ut>l < 6M 2a(m) ( r' 2 ) / r. 
Consequently, 
(A40) |E{(l/n)^=1(ut-E(ut))}2 - ( l / n ^ ^ O ^ - E O ^ ) ) 2 ] 
< 2(l/n2)^:i1^=t+1|Cov(u.,ut)| < 2(l/n2)^=1^=0|Cov(ut+.,ut)| 
< 12(l/n)M2^=0a(j)(r_2)/r. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4: 
Let (u ) be the base, let z be defined by (A24) and let x = x (e ). 
Denote for even m: 
(A4i)
 x*(m) = <j,(e) +lj!0ns(e)'4!s)' 
Then by Lemma 1 and Hölder's inequality, 
(A42) E|xt-/(„)|4+« < E(j2;oco(l+9)V| K , - ' * ' l I 
•n.^i".<»"V| | .M | l>** 
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< C { ^ m n ( l + s ) ^ ( 4 + S ) p s ( 4 + 6 ) E | | Z , -z<* m ) 
-
 Ls=0 '' t-s t-s 
i4+<5 
•r^ l<i«.>«*"V<^n. tji*'> 
< C(1,v(im)
 + c
(2
'»!»<4+6»»'<4+S' 
for some constants C, C , C . It follows now easily from (A42) and 
Assumption 1 that there exist constants C^ and c such that for suffi-
ciently large m, 
(A43) E|x t-x*(m)| 4 + Ö < C ^ e " C m . 
Using Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations (cf. Bierens 
(1983, Lemma 3)), it follows from (A43) that part II of Theorem 4 holds. 
Proving part I is easy and therefore left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
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